23.12.2019
AFP AND KBS FORGE NEW STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
STARTING FROM JANUARY, AFP WILL BECOME A MAIN PROVIDER OF INTERNATIONAL VIDEO NEWS FOR
KBS, THE PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER IN KOREA.
A major achievement for the AFP video service, the new partnership with KBS is testament to the quality of
the Agency’s news production from its unparalleled network across 151 countries and, especially, to the
success of the service’s deployment in the Asia-Pacific region.
“We are pleased to start a new relationship with AFP, an influential, prestigious and trusted news agency”,
said Kim Jong Myong, Executive Managing Director for News and Sports for KBS. “We believe this contract
was made possible through AFP's credibility, and we hope this cooperation will greatly contribute to our
credibility”, Mr Kim said.
“We are delighted and honored that KBS, a much trusted public broadcaster in Korea and across Asia, has
chosen to forge a new strategic partnership with AFP and we are looking forward to a long and mutually fruitful
relationship”, Philippe Massonnet, Asia-Pacific Director for AFP said.
“KBS’s expression of confidence in AFP is evidence of the strength of our global network and our live video
coverage, which have established AFP as a truly global video news provider and we look forward to fulfilling
KBS’s foreign video needs into the future.”
This new partnership demonstrates the success of AFP’s editorial strategy, focused on visual-first journalism
from our deep worldwide network. Offering multimedia content of exceptional technical and editorial quality,
AFP has confirmed its leading role in the international media industry.

About AFP:
AFP is a global news agency delivering fast, accurate, in-depth coverage of the events shaping our world. Drawing from
its unparalleled network across 151 countries, AFP delivers the news in video, text, photos, multimedia and graphics to a
wide range of customers.
For several years now, AFP has focused its editorial strategy on the development of visual journalism and especially, video
production. AFP now has a high-quality video product providing 24/7 live broadcasting worldwide, offering original and
innovative content, with a proportion of own-sourced content that is unparalleled among video news agencies.
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